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May 15,2000
Vancouver, British Columbia

A roundiable organized by the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development ini partnership
with the Department ofForeign Affairs and International Trade (Southeast Asia Division and the
International Crime Division) and Simon Fraser University was held in Vancouver, BC on May
15, 2000, to discuss Burina and the Drug Trade. The Honorable Raymond Chan, Secretary of
State for Asia-Pacific, presented opening remarks to a gathering of international and Canadian
experts.

Political scientists, law enforcement officers, a social planning expert, féderal government
officials, Canadianjournalists, internationaljournalists living in Bangkok, developinent and
human rights NGOs, lawtyers, specialists ini human securty, representatives of the Burinese
governinent ini exile, democratie developinent activists and those with United Nations experience
in Burina met for a one day session at Simon Fraser University. The roundtable is the third in a
series of roundtables on Burina.

The purpose of the roundtable was tofocus on Burina as a source of drugs and the impact Of
drugs on human security in both Canada and Southeast Asia, the political and economic
situation in Burina, regional stability and security in Southeast Asia, the control of drugs
and possible roles that Canada mightplay. Thefollowing report is a summary of the key



implications on ASEAN. ASEAN, however, is unlikely to take action on Burma. Lt lacks

leadership and it is unclear what ASEAN could, should or is able to do to address the drug issue

in the region.

Acquiring information about Burmna and specifically the drug trade is difficuit .What

information is gained is ofien ftagmented and inconclusive. Law enforcement officers have

problems getting sophisticated information about northern Burma and the drug flows and

patterns. The drug trade as a polîtical, social and health problemn impacts on ail of Canada. Some

feel different and more integrated approaches need to be explored - and that Canada needs to re-

think whether it has done enough.

WIIY IS CANADA INTERESTED?

The problem of illicît drugs has been raised by the Canadian Government lu Msia -Pacific fora

since 1997. Ln the context of human security, which addresses threats to the safety and security

of people, illicit drugs is a humnan security issue for Canadians as well as other countries. The

production and trafficking of drugs and the destructive effects on the health of users, corruption

of governaflce structures and the impact on political and economic life are complex and

troubling.

Burma is currently the source ofniost of the illegal heroin entering Canada. Vancouver, as the

key transit point, lias becomne a regional drug market with a signîficant drug problemn - a

municipality dealing with a global problem without the resourceS to pursue a balanced approacli.

As a resuit social and health problems associated with the drug trade have been neglected in

Vancouver and area. The lack of deterence within the province means drugs are not confined to

traditional locations, the spread if HIV is higher and drug overdoses have risen.

Canada's approach lias attempted to balance health and social

working to reduce the supply of drugs and reduce the dernand

increased pressures for Canada to play a stronger role in contri

more visable on the streets, easîer to obtain, cheaper to purcha

people and distributed fromn the West Coast of Canada and ac

time for différent approaches.



RCMP stationed in Bangkok and Vancouver police officers are restricted in their drug
trafficking investigations and access to aIready fragmented information about the source and
movement of drugs from Burma.

The United Nations approach is a strong commitmnent to working and assisting at the village
level in areas of basic human needs like health. The National Coalition Govemment of the
Union of Burma (govemnment-in-exile) indicated they would want contact and cooperative
partnerships with the current regime in a transition to a new government.

Canada has repeatedly called on the Burmese regime to enter into political discussions with the
democracy movement in thxe country, called on Canadian firms not to trade or invest in Burma
and has called on the country to reduce the production and trafficking of illegal drugs. The
question for Canada is: Has the hard lîne approach been effective? If so, in what way has there
been some progress? If not, what are other approaches to consider?

REGIONAL RELATIONS - STABILITY AND SECURITY - WHAT IS CANADA'S
ROLE?

Is ASEAN paralyzed or could it take some action in dealing wîth the drug trade? Is ASEAN
serious about the question of drugs in the region? This is still unclear although there have been
some more open discussions among members. Canada has littie leverage with the region but it
could act as a facilitator and encourage ASEAN to take some action on regional alternatives that
might be more acceptable.

The India-China- and Burma rivaîry is very complex to sort out. India and others, however, do
listen to what Canada says. Canada could work with Thailand on lowering demand. Thailand
seems more ready to break the mold and admit they need to do something about drugs. Although
China is more concemred about Afghanistan as a source of drugs, China (and the President)
could put pressure on others to address the Burma supply. The connection between intravenous
heroin use and HIV is a major regional security and health issue especially anxong younger
Asian population. Japan, Taiwan and South Korea are also players to watch in the future.

about the drug trade in Latin America could be used ini
red common problems and some elements of a common

FROM HERE?



particularly in northern Burina. Some feit that information is very hard to get where ever you

are, that it is hard to know who to trust and whether information is credible. It is questionable

whether much can be learned while in Rangoon. People don't talk to foreigners and if they do

they are arrested immnediately. Others feit that drug information needs to be much more

comprehensive and intelligence shared with other national interests. The police believe they can

flot do this fromn Bangkok alone.

Canada should continue to support democratie and civil society developinent and humanitarian

work (including drug prevention) at the Burmese borders. The UN approaeh has been to work

with Burmnese people outside of Burina. When transition to a new goverinnent occurs this

means there will be some elemients for a strengthened infrastructure and leadership with a history

of democracy even though the existing systeins, including the military, will be still in place.

Burina is not open, there is no transparelcy, no freedoin of the press - it is easy to hide what is

going on in the country. In any transition, democratizatiofi will help case the drug trade but will

not solve it.

Canada could work with partners and institutions in the region by providing training for regional

partners such as Thailafld to curb the demand for drugs. Although it was generally feit ASEAN

has been ineffective, some felt drugs have become such a growing issue that ASEAN should be

doing something about drugs. Canada could raise regional security issues with ASEAN

members and address the fragmentation of information with Southeast Asia. More openness,

access to and sharing of information could help break the wall of silence on drugs.

Canada is a sinaîl player in the drug issue but could push for greater international coherence on

supply and demand reduction. Addressing the drug problein is similar to sinail arîns - a complex

combination of supply and demand, health, legal and human security issues. Canada's domestic



negotiation and working with a structure that is already in place are key challenges. The drug
trade will continue to be a major issue for Burma and beyond its borders.

The border area work is very worthwhile, as are the Embassy visits to Rangoon (and to Aung San
Suu Kyi) and the police investigations from Bangkok. There are more contacts and better
influence as a result. Minister Axworthy may be raising the issue of the drug trade with
counterparts from China, Bangladesh and India at ASEAN meetings this summer (2000) as these
states are now talking about these issues more openly.

International coherence on the supply and demand reduction of drugs needs to be tackled, just as
domestic and local coherence requires more financial support. There is pressure for more
comprehensive information about Burina and drugs. There are conflicting values for Canadians
- promoting democracy in Burina through isolation versus addressing human security of people
in South East Asia and in Canada. This will raise a larger policy question of treatment of pariah
regimes and the best way to promote democracy: engagement (Cuba) versus isolation (Burma).
Although the roundtable did not arrive at recommendations, it did offer ideas and options for
further discussion and consideration.
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